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OUR MIGHTY FLAG

ERICA'S Flag in silent acclaim,
Floating forever in God's Unfed Flame!
Holds here Eternal the Rights of Free Men,
Giving God's Freedom, protecting and then
By raising all now in Saint Germain's Light,
Guards us forever by Hercules' Might—
Flooding the Substance of Jesus' Great Love,
Pouring all Blessings from Godfre above!

America's Fiat, God's Freedom for all,
Is Heaven's Great Gift—Love! answering our call
For Light upon earth, to ever control
Mankind everywhere and our Victory hold;
Till all not of Light is by Light removed,
And the Unfed Flame's Authority proved;
As It holds us all in Its Mighty Heart
And compels all else to quickly depart!

America's Flag stands always for Right,
Holds all God's Freedom and Victory's Might!
Forever It stands! It never shall fall,
For God Is Its Power governing all!
Its Light never fails—Its Beauty Supreme
Is Balance complete and Justice' Great Stream
Of Love and Mercy and Peace evermore!
Let all God worship and all Light adore!

America's Flag wherever It waves
Protects all God Rights, sets Free and thus saves
The Rights of Free Men—the Wealth of the world,
In the Unfed Flame, It stands here unfurled;
To raise all in Peace, to hold all in Light,
To reveal God's Law—"I AM"—Freedom's Might!
The "I AM" alone, gives God's Great Command,
All shall know Its Power and Light understand!

America's Flag shall honor uphold,
Our Freedom maintain in Power untold,
Life's Secrets reveal and God's Plan fulfill;
For "I AM" Our Flag and "I AM" God's Will!
"I AM" The Presence that ever pours thru—
All of God's Courage to dare and to do!
"I AM" the Fiat—the Mighty Decree—
"My Light shall fill all! All shall My Light Be"!

America's Flag guards our Liberty!
America's Light is man's Destiny!
America's Land is the world's Great Heart,
And the Unfed Flame shall fill every part;
America's Bell shall evermore ring,
America's Peace in triumph we bring,
America's Shores are God's Wall of Light,
America's Free! "I AM" all her Might!

—CHANERA
SAINT GERMAIN’S DISCOURSE

DENVER BREAKFAST — JUNE 17, 1938

BELOVED students of Denver and elsewhere, you have been having a good time, so have We. You don’t yet see Us, but We are very tangible in your midst; and once you understand how much We enjoy your happiness, then you will see how important it is, to make every effort in your call to your Presence, to maintain that joyous, happy Harmony within you, which allows the Power to flow forth, giving you and bringing into your world of action, that which every heart has called for throughout the centuries.

Think of it, beloved students, today you have entered into the Gateway of Eternal Freedom, in the acknowledgment of your Presence; and you do understand how your application is the Dominion over everything that is in the outer world; but more than just that, it is the dominion over your own human creations.

Beloved ones, when you realize that you, as individuals, have accumulated thru the centuries, that which has weighted you down, then you consider that you are moving in a great group of people, among each other, you know that there is but the one feeling world of which you are an individualized part. You see then how to some degree, all the earth, all your associations and all your environment affect you to some degree; until you have come to know this Great Presence which the Chart represents to you. Then you see how you can insulate yourself and world from your fellowman and not have imposed upon you, some of the discord that may not belong to you.

I am sure you do not realize how important this is! The Messenger pleads and pleads with the students constantly to remember the importance of calling the Presence, to hold that Tube of Light about you and use the
Violet Consuming Flame. Dear people, you do not yet comprehend how you could free yourselves in a few weeks at most, if you earnestly and with great firm determination, great calmness within you, called the Presence with firmness to set the Violet Consuming Flame into action right now; to charge It thru your body like a blow-torch, and with tremendous speed and Power of action? You could free yourselves within no time from every discordant creation drawn about you! Then, call the Presence to establish and hold that Tube of Light Invincible about you!

It is important, very important, beloved ones. You do not realize how the accumulation of mankind, which We call the sinister force, is having its last chance at them. Naturally, it is like a wild animal striking in every direction, trying to hold its claws upon mankind; but surely and steadily, it is being compelled to let go!

Remember, while tremendous work has been done, there is still more to be done. All the black magicians have not yet been taken out of the earth’s atmosphere. (The Ascended Masters finished taking out all the rest of the black magicians at the close of 1938.) This is a point I want to make clear to you this morning: if there be destructive accumulation in the world of the individual, due to long past creations, the black magicians today, will seize upon that and bring it forth; to try to compel it to take command of you! That is why sometimes, if students become irritated, suddenly there will rush forth upon them that uncontrollable action, that uncontrollable feeling which will become tragic, if allowed to continue.

Therefore, I prompt you today, beloved ones, since your Light here in Denver is expanding so tremendously and as you are blessed by your altitude, I urge every student and Group Leader of Denver to stand guard with all the firmness at your command, so no irritation comes into your feeling world; thus, allowing your Light to
expand and I tell you from Our Standpoint, as We see the response here in Denver, it is remarkable even to Us!

I say to you here, have you noticed that it has been tremendously greater in the past six months? Have you noticed that the step-up has been tremendously greater, especially within the last six months? That is evident from Our Octave of Light! Therefore, I want you to know how great can be the Expansion, if you will follow these simple suggestions to stand guard over your feelings, each one; because remember, the accumulation of mankind does not lose one single opportunity, any slightest pretense to irritate or disturb you! Now, you must stand guard firmer!

Oh, don’t pay any attention to these things that suddenly appear before you; or some slight gossip you might hear! Oh, dear ones, it is just those things which start and try to get you disturbed and get your attention off the Light and the Presence! It wants to get you with your neck under its heel. Don’t yield to it!

I assure you that before another year has passed, your Light will blaze here so tremendously; for remember, a cycle has been fulfilled in the Messenger’s return to this class, and now you enter into another cycle of great achievement! I am speaking particularly now of Denver. Here was where the larger portion of the Magic Presence was recorded! Therefore, I want you to know how important that is to you!

Tomorrow and the next day, you will be held in the Radiance of the Light from the Cave of Symbols and from Chananda’s Cave of Light in India, which the Divine Director will draw here! It will envelop this room, and while it is a slightly lesser degree, yet will you have the same privilege as Bob, Rex, Nada and Pearl and the Messenger had there!

This might not seem quite Real to you, but from Our Standpoint it is so very Real! You do not quite compre-
hend that in the Great Power of the Ascended Masters, there is no limit to what They can do, and to Them space does not exist! Therefore, in all the Great Divine Director wishes to do for you, He does; and there is no power in all creation that dares oppose! When the Divine Director speaks and acts, everything in the world is silent! Therefore, ONE DAY WHEN HE STANDS FORTH IN THE TANGIBLE BODY, THE EARTH — THE WHOLE EARTH, WILL BE SILENT BEFORE HIM!

Remember the Great Governing Powers of the earth, the Great Governing Intelligence is to mankind yet invisible, but none the less tangible, and I want you, if you will, to feel that! Will you not please contemplate It occasionally—that while all the Power of the Universe, which is the regular Governing Power, is to mankind invisible, yet It has a tangible manifestation to you and to all mankind!

Therefore, do not feel that a thing because it is invisible to your physical sight, is intangible or unreal; because the very Energy that beats your heart and moves your body, you don’t see. Yet you are using It; It is manifesting action thru your physical body, yet It is all invisible. That is why mankind has been so prone to believe, that unless a thing was visible and tangible to their physical touch, there was not much to it; but I tell you, that is the great mistake of mankind, because all the Powers of achievement are invisible! The Currents of Energy flow from your Presence and out into your world, by the Power of Radiation, which harmonizes all.

Look at the thousands of students who have found themselves in discord, their business in discord and as soon as they poured out Divine Love and Blessing upon the office, upon their assistants, the whole thing was transformed and harmonized. THAT IS THE POWER OF RADIATION! Now for instance—I think it is not wise to do it today, but SOME DAY, I WILL SHOW YOU
WHAT THE POWER OF MY VOICE WOULD DO IN CHARGING A ROOM LIKE THIS! I COULD CHARGE THIS ROOM, UNTIL EVERY HUMAN BEING IN THE ROOM WOULD TREMBLE LIKE AN ASPEN LEAF! THAT WOULD NOT BE HARMFUL, BUT IT IS THE POWER OF THE VIBRATORY ACTION GOING FORTH THRU THE SPOKEN WORD.

I COULD STRIKE THIS TABLE WITH MY HAND AND THE POWER OF RADIATION GOING FORTH, WOULD DO THE SAME THING. Now, dear ones, this is a perfectly Natural Action of Life. When you are calling forth the Powers of your Presence, never close your hands like that! (closed tight) Leave your hands open, and let the Currents of Energy flow forth! For instance, suppose you wish to charge your office and you want to charge forth a current of energy. Raise your hands, bring them forth and let the Currents of Energy flow out!

If you want to charge your body, close the Tube of Light underneath your feet, then call forth that charge, if the body is needing sudden added strength; but never do that, when you are calling forth the Power of the Presence except to recharge your body quickly. Leave the Tube of Light open, because if you begin to call this Power forth the charge will become so great, that your body will become disturbed by the over-charge of energy. There are many students, today, who, not knowing, have done this, and they get an over-charge and it makes them sort of nervous; but they do not understand what is acting; so be conscious that the Tube of Light is open as you charge.

If you have been ill, then as you are calling forth the charge, close the Tube of Light. That holds the charge within your own feeling world, then you will quickly replenish the strength and energy you require.
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Suppose you become exhausted thru physical activity and you have not remembered to keep yourself charged, then call the energy forth! I say to you ladies, who have the appearance of years over your head, you are not subject to tire or exhaustion, if you will do this! You can keep your bodies charged with all the energy you want to use and YOU NEED NOT FEEL EXHAUSTED!

I want you to feel this, because there has been an attempt and was in New York, by the sinister force to throw over mankind and over the students, the feeling of being exhausted, after they were in the class. Don't yield to that silly thing! That does not belong to you and is but the power of suggestion! Oh no, not from the invisible, but right out here in your physical world, from forces that try to oppose This Light! So don't be subjected to it!

You are the authority in your world! Hold your dominion in your Presence and call forth the energy you require. Do not yield to anything else, and you will find you can charge yourself with all the energy you require! If you would do it—I mean as a general activity, every morning when you get on your feet after awakening, raise your hands to the Presence, and charge your body with the limitless energy you require for the day. Call the Higher Mental Body to sustain that energy in whatever you need for the activity of the day; and you will never be tired in the world.

I want you to begin using this! When you have the Presence of all energy beating your heart, why go on being limited by the energy required for use? You do not have to do that any more! Try it! There is not one of you in this room, who cannot do it.

Ladies and gentlemen, if you prefer your natural color of hair, you can have it. You do not have to have grey hair unless you want it! All of you have known how a sudden shock to the physical structure will make your hair white over night! Then, if a condition of that kind
can act thru you, the Presence of All Life can reverse that
to your Presence—nor one thing, beloved
despite the work of human creation which
can say No to your Presence; That Presence is the Authority of the Universe,
as well as your world; and when you give It the chance,
the Authority to act in your world, It will do it! It will
establish Eternal Youth and Beauty in your form! Don’t
yield to anything else!

My dear people, long before My Ascension I did these
things! Of course, all Europe knew of My Work; and
there were vicious forces then the same as today, who said
I was a charlethan; because I had called forth the Energy
to produce in My Hand the Elixir of Life. And what is
It? What is that which has been so prattled about all
over the world? IT IS JUST THE SUBSTANCE OF
YOUR OWN LIFE CALLED FORTH INTO VISI-
BILITY!

I am just waiting the time, when I may show you some
of these things as I did the Messenger. Our precious Lotus
called your attention, to accepting this as a precipitated
banquet! Wouldn’t you enjoy meeting with Me and
having from My Culinary Department, your breakfast or
your dinner? (Applause) My Culinary Department is
always up here, and it is all prepared. All I have to do
is lower it down into your visibility. Oh, it is natural, so
natural, dear hearts; and isn’t it strange that mankind has
so forgotten their “I AM Presence,” that they think they
just have to scratch around out here to get enough to eat.
when right up here in the Octave of Light, is the abundance
of every good thing your heart desires.

Don’t you see precious ones, that here in the Octave
above you, is the Essence, the Substance of all that ever
takes form out here in the growth of Nature; in your veg-
tables, fruits and all that kind of thing? That Essence is
up here! We just gather It into the form We want and
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lower It into your visibility. It is the most natural prac-
tical thing in the world!

You are about the number here for whom I precipi-
tated the banquet in India—service and all! I presume
each one of you, would want to take the service belonging
to you, home; and I should be very happy to have you do
so! Remember Nada has Her service which I precipitated
for Her. Pearl has Hers! Oh yes, it is still there, visible!

Oh, dear ones, I am so grateful that you are coming
more, and more, and more into the True Feeling of this
Great Reality! Oh, it means everything in the world to
you! After mankind has struggled so many Life times in
these limiting conditions, it is wonderful today, to find that
you are steadily and surely rising out of all that, into the
True Reality of Life! Then, you know that the appear-
ance world is not the Reality! It is just a temporary
appearance, and you naturally see all that you draw about
you as visible substance, dissolves and disappears!

Even great cities built of stone and substance which
has been drawn together, as soon as humanity withdraws
from them disintegrate. Now, notice this carefully!
What is it that holds all substance together? Life, the
very Life which is acting thru you, beloved ones, is that
Cohesive Power which holds all substance together! You,
today, in the understanding of this Great Presence, can
call Its Infinite Perfecting Activity into your body, going
forth into your world, harmonizing and making quickly
successful, that upon which your attention is held firmly!

There is no such thing as failure to anyone who ac-
knowledges and calls forth the Power of the Presence; be-
because all earth knows, all human creation knows, that it
has to bow to that Light! The curious thing of it is, that
not one thing, not even a black magician ever offers the
slightest resistance to the Light, because he knows he can-
ot do it. That is why, while I am talking to you, today,
I am trying to charge into your feeling world the convic-
tion of this; because when you once get the feeling of this fixed, nothing of obstruction in your world can stand before you, there cannot be; because then you are conscious every moment, that It is the Power of Light going forth from you, with Invincible Protection, with the Harmonizing Presence, It makes the direct condition for whatever is needful in your Life to be accomplished! Therefore, try to be reminded constantly of that.

In the morning, charge forth this Power of Light into your body and to go before you! It is Self-luminous Intelligent Substance that no discordant thing of the outer world, even tries to effect! You see many of the students are still feeling some sense of struggle! Don't do it, dear hearts! If you feel it, you make that activity of struggle in your Life. The Light you call forth does not struggle, there is no battle! It just goes forth and dissolves what you do not want; and replaces it by Its Victory and Self-luminous Intelligent Substance, which is just as Real as you are! It might be invisible to you, but still It is perfectly tangible! Therefore, today, try to feel that and keep yourselves reminded of these things, dear hearts. The outer so quickly forgets.

Now, begin today, won't you, to charge yourselves to hold this Great Charge of Energy, which is drawn in this class, sustained about you individually, in Its Ever-expanding Activity! Don't let go of It! If you do, the fault is yours! You can have It sustained in Its Ever-expanding Activity! Please do so! Thus, you will go on, and on, and on in the Expansion of that Light; and the things that once deprived you in the world of human action, will have disappeared completely; because, when that Light touches them, they have to dissolve and disappear!

This has been so wonderful here and I thank you every one for your great Love which has made it so happy and so harmonious for the Messengers! You could never know what it has meant for these two, to go forth in the world
of mankind; because you have all observed, the human un­
governed is more vicious than the animal in the jungle!
Everyone of you knows that; and only as mankind’s atten­
tion is drawn to the Great God Presence, the “Mighty
I AM,” does that thing dissolve in the world of mankind;
and then, instead of discord and viciousness which are
human qualities, there will come the Glory of the Light,
which is Peace and Rest and Perfect All-powerful Achieve­
ment, wherever the individual moves; because then, that
Light becomes the Governing Intelligence, Presence and
Power!

Don’t you see, beloved ones, you don’t have to strug­
gle any longer? As you call forth this Great Power of
Light from your Presence, the Light and Its Intelligence,
is the Governing Power! All you have to do, is to keep
the human qualities still, inactive that they no longer qual­
ify this Great Pure energy which comes forth at your call;
to heal your body, to harmonize your world of action,
which means success in your slightest effort!

We have proven to the world, thru the Messengers,
that all outer phases of mankind’s activity have been a
distortion of the Real. Take it thru all your business activ­
ities today, mankind’s high pressure advertising has grown
to gigantic proportion! That is a certain power of sug­
gestion; and you will see it has almost vanished now, but
less than fifteen years ago, the whole business world trained
and charged their salesmen with hypnotic influence upon
their customers; and they see almost their complete failure
by it!

Mankind may be influenced once, but when the indi­
vidual goes home and finds he has bought something he
does not want, he is going to rise up in rebellion, and that
is just what happened! Today, mankind is rising in re­
bellion against their own human creation, which has held
them bound and led them around by the nose in limitations
for centuries! It shall not hold its dominion upon mankind
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any longer, by the Power of that Cosmic Light which the
Great Goddess of Liberty has called forth to bless the earth;
then with mankind’s slightest effort, there shall come ten
times more than their own effort to bring their Release
and Freedom!

Beloved mankind, it is not quite possible yet, for you
to comprehend the Fulness of all this means to you, in the
assistance of the Cosmic Light which the Great Goddess
of Liberty has called forth from the Great Central Sun,
to bless you and amplify your every slightest effort! At
the beginning of the Shrine Class, It will have amplified
your slightest effort ten fold and when the closing day of
that strikes, It will amplify your slightest effort twenty
fold! Then, I say this, to give you some slight compre­
hension of what the assistance is, which you are receiving,
when your interest is sincere, honest and determined in
your Presence!

Don’t ever make any pretense, dear ones, to the Pres­
ence of Life! It knows the Reality! Your Higher Mental
Body is the Guardian, and I want you to feel two things!
The time is short and I must not continue, but dear ones,
remember when once you understand this, you put those
bodies to sleep at night; and then charge your Higher
Mental Body to take command and produce Perfection in
your body; to charge those Mighty Currents thru, cleans­
ing and purifying it while it sleeps, because then the
atomic structure has no resistance!

We have not thought it wise, to bring this point for­
ward too vividly until now; but I want you to know how
you can have assistance, in addition to the application of
the day. If you will, on retiring at night, you can charge
your Higher Mental Body to take command and silence
every human thing there; and charge that body with Per­
fected Health, Beauty and Perfection! Then see the dif­
fERENCE in your appearance, when you awaken in the
morning!
Oh, I tell you, dear hearts, you are not subject to be held in these mistakes because you have made them! Don’t accept that—don’t believe it any longer! You can make these bodies what you choose to make them! I have proved it!

A lady once came to Me in Europe, who was seventy-six years old, and she said: “Saint Germain, I have understood that you can renew and cause Perfect Eternal Youth to be in a body like mine.” I said: “Yes, I can do it.” She said: “Won’t you try it on me”? I said: “Do you know what you are asking”? “Well,” she said, “perhaps not fully, but I just want to have this body restored to Perfect Youth.” I talked with her and explained to her! I said: “What do you think the world will say? Do you know what that means to you”? “Well,” she said, “I am willing to take whatever it is.” I said: “Then you insist”? “Yes,” she said, “I do.” I said: “Very well, come with Me.”

In twenty days she returned to the outer world, a girl of sixteen summers, and what happened? Her relatives hated her! She was ostracized. Those who believed that she was the same person hated her; and others who had known her, their unbelief knew no bounds; and that blessed one was compelled to go to another part of the world, to have Peace and go on; because ONCE THAT ETERNAL YOUTH HAD BEEN RESTORED, SHE COULD NOT CHANGE IT!

That is why, beloved ones, mankind does not understand the feelings that will suddenly rush forth! Therefore, those experiences taught Me a great deal of Wisdom! I have learned not to yield to the desire of mankind always!

Now, today, the Great Activity, the Great Spectacle of Life, is in action which will produce, raise and restore mankind to that Perfection which I was able to produce, and still am, in a few days; but there is the need, today, of
a Greater Action, rather than some miracle, in which the mass of mankind after a few days, would not believe, nor would they understand!

I thank you for this opportunity to talk to you and pour forth into your feeling world, these Blessings which We have prepared! I thank you, Denver, precious, precious people; precious students from everywhere! I love you, I thank you, I bless you, with My Deepest Gratitude! All the Ascended Host of Light pour forth Their Love, Blessing and Strength to you, to go on, and on, calling, winning each day more closely, the Victory of your Light over all your accumulations and creations and that of all mankind!

Remember, you can stand and move in the world untouched by it, thru your Tube of Light; and you can have dissolved quickly all discordant accumulated creations of the past! Please do it and have your Glorious Freedom now!

May the Eternal Blessings of the Light flood you and your world quickly, produce Perfection and your entire Freedom quickly!

I thank you!

* * * *
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IMPORTANT AND
MOST RECENT DECREES

3 PREAMBLES

"I AM" (3) the Authority and Power (3) of Light
without limit; then LET THERE BE LIGHT, LIGHT,
LIGHT, the Substance of the Cosmic Light of a
Thousand Suns!

POWERS OF LIGHT (3) Raise Your Swords of
Blue Flame and give us all of Your Light (3), Help (3),
Power (3) without limit! and

THE LIMITLESS CONTINUAL ACTION OF
THE VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME, thru me (or
us) Right Now! (or any person, place, condition or thing)
(Repeat 1 after each line)

1. "I AM"!
2. I command!
3. Is mine (or ours) today!
4. Thru me (or us) forever hold sway!

Follow with—

All Saint Germain's, Jesus' and Daddy's Perfection of
the Light, fill my (or our) world each day; and MIR-
ACLES OF LIGHT (3) thru me (or us) forever hold
sway!

Use the above form for any or all of the following:

In, thru and around
a. Our beloved Don
b. All the younger generation
c. All under This Radiation
d. All our "I AM" homes, business and activities
e. The government of the United States of America
f. Our Beloved America
g. Congress
h. America's transportation
i. America's communication
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j. All the necessities of life

The Rights of Free Men
All prisoners from America in foreign lands
All America's resources
All America's industries
That case
That stop order on the mails

OTHER FORMS
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Obedience to the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Safety of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Feeling of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Authority of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Perfection of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Wealth of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Supply of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Money of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Glory of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Power of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Powers of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Attention to the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Indestructible Health of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Indestructible Joy of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Indestructible Gratitude of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Perfection of my sight!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Perfection of the sight of all mankind!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Perfection of my hearing!
The Ascended Masters’ Limitless Perfection of the hearing of all mankind!
The Ascended Masters’ Limitless Inexhaustible Strength of the Light!
The Ascended Masters’ Instantaneous Precipitation of the Light!
The Ascended Masters’ Limitless Invincible Management of the Light for all our “I AM” homes, business and activities!
The Ascended Masters’ Instantaneous and Eternal payment of all bills and obligations of all under This Radiation!
The Ascended Masters’ Limitless Invincible Success of the Light!
The Ascended Masters’ Eternal Healing of the Light!
The Ascended Masters’ Limitless Invincible Blessings of the Light!
The Ascended Masters’ Instantaneous annihilation of all our problems, right now!
The Ascended Masters’ Invincible Safety of the Light, in, thru and around this “I AM” home (Reading Room or Sanctuary, School, etc.)!
The Ascended Masters’ Instantaneous annihilation of all viciousness against me (us or any activity)!
All the Perfection of my “Mighty I AM Presence”!
Jesus’ Instantaneous Healing of the Light!
Saint Germain’s Freedom of the Light!
Victory’s Victory of the Light!
Harmony’s Indestructible Harmony!
The Goddess of Peace’s Limitless Invincible Peace of the Light!
The Goddess of Justice’s Authority and Victory of the Light, in, thru and around that case!
Saint Germain’s Eternal Freedom of the Light in, thru and around ................. (any city, person or place)!
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The Ascended Masters' Invincible Continuous Expansion of all the Inner Light of my Being!
The Limitless Invincible Eternal Concentration of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Miracles of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Invincible Self-control of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Relaxation of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' accommodations of the Light!
All Saint Germain's Power from the Cave of Symbols!
All Chananda's Power from the Cave of Light!
All Lanto's Power from the Retreat in the Royal Teton!
All Jesus' Power from the Retreat in Arabia!
All the Power of K-17 and His Inner Secret Service and Legions of Light!
All the Power of the Legions of Light from the Great Central Sun!
All Mighty Astrea's Authority of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Rights of Free Men!
The Limitless Invincible Secrets of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Silence of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Kindness of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Service to the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Expansion of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Healing of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Forgiveness of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Purity of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Intelligence of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Mastery of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Action of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Rays of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Mercy of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Dissolving Power of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Divine Justice of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Consciousness of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Inventions of the Light!
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The Limitless Invincible Comprehension of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Loyalty of the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Allegiance to the Light!
The Limitless Invincible Legions of the Light!
The Invincible Tube of Light!
The Ascended Masters' Music of the Spheres!
The Ascended Masters' Limitless Invincible Illumination of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Invincible Fulfillment of the Eternal Divine Plan for this ..............—!
The Ascended Masters' Eternal Perfection of my mind and body!
All the Power of the Atomic Accelerator in, thru and around my mind and body!
Limitless Invincible Ascended Master Friends of the Light!
The Ascended Masters' Cosmic Power of the Word "I Am"!
The Ascended Masters' Eternal Unconditional Surrender to the Light right now!
The Ascended Masters' Control of all my feelings today and forever!
All Sanat Kumara's Power of the Unfed Flame!
All Saint Germain's, Jesus' and Daddy's Love of the Light!
All Lord Maitreya's Power of Love!
All John the Beloved's Power of Love!
All the Power of the Cosmic Light of a Thousand Suns!
All Nada's Love, Wisdom and Power!
All the Great Divine Director's Authority and Great Command!

* * * *

3 PREAMBLES

"I AM" (3) the Authority and Power (3) of Light without limit; then LET THERE BE LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT, the Substance of the Cosmic Light of a Thousand Suns!
POWERS OF LIGHT! (3) Raise Your Swords of Blue Flame and give us all of Your Light (3), Help (3), Power (3) without limit!

Drive and bind all hell and intended hell driven against back into the brains and bodies of its creators and claws, and COMPEL it to take its toll there and nowhere else! STIFFEN them where they stand until they serve the Light and never create discord in this Universe again; and Annihilate (3) it all, cause, effect, record and memory in ONE MIGHTY STROKE—

(Repeat 1 after each line)

1. right now!
2. compel all that human to bow!
3. each moment, each day!
4. and compel our Light’s Victory to forever hold sway!

Fill in blank space with — America’s transportation; America’s communication; All the necessities of Life to our people; war.

CLOSING FORM

Compel Your Mighty Presence to forever hold sway!
Compel Saint Germain’s Freedom to forever hold sway!
Compel Victory’s Victory to forever hold sway!
Compel Daddy’s Obedience to forever hold sway!
Compel Hercules’ Invincible Protection to forever hold sway!
Compel the Seven Fold Flame of the Seven Mighty Elohim to forever hold sway!
Compel the Power of the Three times Three to forever hold sway!
Compel the Great Cosmic Word “I AM” to forever hold sway! (3)
Compel the Cosmic Scythe of Blue Flame of a Thousand Suns to forever hold sway!
Compel Jesus’ Luminous Presence to forever hold sway!
Compel the Luminous Presence of the Great Rainbow of Cosmic Beings to forever hold sway!

* * *

3 PREAMABLES
(Same headings as Nos. 1 and 2)—Use form same as No. 2
KILL all that is not of the Light, in, thru and around...........
in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL that case!
KILL that stop order on the mails!
KILL all interference and intended interference with
America's transportation!
KILL all interference and intended interference with
America's communication!
KILL all interference and intended interference with
the supply of the necessities of life to the American
intended hell in the money world!
KILL all taxes, their cause, effect, record and memory, in,

under This Radiation in One
Mighty Stroke!
KILL all war, its cause, effect, record and memory in one
Mighty Stroke!
KILL all curiosity, its cause, effect, record and memory, in,
thru and around all under This Radiation in One
Mighty Stroke!
KILL all destructive plans against America, her people and
her resources!
KILL all political intrigue, its cause, effect, record and
memory!
KILL all selfishness from all mankind in One Mighty
Stroke!
KILL all resentment from all mankind in One Mighty
Stroke!
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KILL all injustice from all mankind in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all jealousy, its cause, effect, record and memory from all under This Radiation in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all deceit from all mankind in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all treachery, its cause, effect, record and memory from all mankind in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all suspicion, its cause, effect, record and memory from all under This Radiation in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all self-pity, its cause, effect, record and memory from all under This Radiation in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all self-righteousness, its cause, effect, record and memory from all under this Radiation in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all self-justification, its cause, effect, record and memory from all under This Radiation in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all gestapo activities in or driven against America in One Mighty Stroke!
KILL all problems, their cause, effect, record and memory for all under This Radiation!

* * * *
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Beloved Precious "I AM" Students, in all "I AM" Study Groups and musical activities, please use only the Music of the Spheres; or music to which there are words in our loose-leaf songs (except Nos. 34, 49, 52).

Please do not use outer world music of any kind in your musical activities at any time, as Saint Germain and the Other Ascended Masters are giving the Music of the Spheres which They request us to use; because of Its Special Radiation for the release of the Ascended Masters' Consciousness contained within it.

We are building a permanent musical activity to release Ascended Master Healings, Ascended Master Blessings, Ascended Master Protection and Ascended Master Perfection and these can only come thru melodies which are charged with Ascended Master Feeling, and Ascended Master Words, which are Cups that carry Their Ascended Master Light-Substance into the minds and bodies of those who hear this Music of the Spheres.

We wish all our "I AM" Musical Activities to be kept uniform all over the world, so the Greatest Light and Help from the Ascended Masters' Octave can go forth everywhere, to bless all mankind until all are raised into the Ascension forever.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
IMPORTANT NOTICE

It is our great privilege to announce the release of a chart in Miniature size 21/4x3 3/4. This small chart is a reproduction of the larger ones, but suitable for pocket use and convenient to send to our boys in the Service.

Price each 7c or 4 for 25c, plus shipping charges.

Cellophane folder to cover the above, may also be supplied—

Price each 10c, plus shipping charges.

These Miniature Charts may be secured from the Saint Germain Press in Chicago as well as the Western Branch in Santa Fe.

* * * *

OUR BELOVED NADA'S PICTURE

We announce the release of Our Beloved Nada's picture in sepia — size 4 3/4x6 3/4. This can be furnished mounted plain or in folder. It is the same picture as on the song covers, beautiful for framing purposes.

Mounted plain—Price each—$1.00, plus shipping charges.

Mounted on folder—Price each—$1.25, plus shipping charges.
GEMS OF LIGHT

SAINT GERMAIN

You must not ever forget that you must make your maximum effort in the outer at self control, then when you call the Presence into action, you will find it easy to obtain the result; but the call to the Presence without one's outer human effort to respond to that call is only half done.

SAINT GERMAIN

In all your accumulation of the past, in all that you have been, yet I offer you your Freedom. Why can people not believe it! Why can they not understand that An Ascended Being can utter no falsehood, can utter no false promise! When I have said to the student body, I will meet you at the end of this pilgrimage and assure you of your Ascension under the New Dispensation, why can they not believe it! Why can they not give the little obedience that is required the few short remaining years — and who shall say how short?

SAINT GERMAIN

Why can mankind not believe Me, when I tell them that after hundreds of thousands of embodiments in limitation and discord, I offer them their release forever? It is wholly different than anything that has ever been on this earth; and under these Dispensations, a thousand things can be done that could not be done without them. What matter if some of the shell of discord remain behind! You should worry what someone thinks about it. Since you will be in the Garments of Light of Eternal Freedom, do you think you would worry about human opinions any longer?
ANNOUNCEMENT

It is our privilege and great pleasure to announce the release of the third SONG FOLDER containing three songs, both music and lyrics, as follows:

7. Helios, The Dawn
8. Lord—The Maha Chohan
9. Thou Seven Mighty Elohim

Price of this Song Folder $3.00, shipping charges 40c. The Loose-leaf lyric sheets may also be purchased for Group and individual use. Price 1½c per sheet (2 pages) plus shipping charges.

SAINT GERMAIN

Remember what I have said so many times, at the least intimation of any discord within your feeling world, it is a signal to stop everything right there and clean it out, before it finds momentum and action. If you will do this, you will have no trouble in gaining Mastery and Self-control, but if you let it gain a momentum, some times it is a difficult thing to govern

SAINT GERMAIN

Since we are gaining this steady almighty Victory, rejoice beloved ones as never before in all your embodiment, that you live now today and have the opportunity to render a service to Life and Light and to your fellow-man, to America and yourselves. It is the most magnificent thing ever known in the world.
ARCHANGEL MICHAEL

It is our great privilege and joy to announce the release of a new song—"ARCHANGEL MICHAEL" by the Messenger, Lotus Ray King.

This new song is a tribute of Love and Adoration to the Mighty Cosmic Being, the Archangel Michael, who forever stands guard over all who serve the Light and call for His Protection. He has for centuries given His Protection and Blessing to mankind of which they know nothing. His Sword of Blue Flame is a very Real and Mighty Focus of God-Power by which He cuts away destructive creations of individuals and conditions that cause so much destruction and suffering to mankind.

This song has been brought forth as a Mighty Magnet of the Archangel Michael's Tremendous Cosmic Power of Light, Protection and Blessing to all who will sing it with Love, devotion, gratitude and blessing to Him. It is a Focus of the acceptance of His Coming into the outer world in His Visible, Tangible, Ascended Master Body to give help to mankind.

Every time this song is sung, heard, played or the picture contemplated, each individual's energy thru his or her attention to this Great Cosmic Being becomes a Magnet of attraction which draws Him into close personal association with those who accept His Tangible Presence and Reality.

Use! Use! Use! this song and give the Archangel Michael the call which will enable His Mighty Help to get thru to bless and set you free. The music is a definite means of attuning one's feelings into His Heart and receiving the help He so lovingly offers.

The picture of Archangel Michael on the cover of this song is the work of our beloved May DaCamara, whom we love, thank and bless without limit forever.
May all accept and know the help He gives to bless, protect and sustain them, until they see Him in His Tangible Body, when He comes forth into the outer world to walk and talk with mankind face to face.

With every atom of our beings we love, bless and give eternal devotion and gratitude to this Glorious Cosmic Being, the Archangel Michael. May all mankind do likewise and receive His Glorious Blessing.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD

and

DONALD BALLARD

GEMS OF LIGHT

SAINT GERMAIN

Everything of ancient action which has gained its momentum and power, since it has not been dissolved, stands ready for action, and when individuals become vicious, the whole force of that viciousness finds its action among mankind; because that is its only outlet. The vicious force is not to be blamed, but the individuals who open themselves to it are responsible.
SAINT GERMAIN

We Ascended Beings have existed a long time, but the western world does not believe it; but does that take Us out of existence, just because some of mankind say We are not Real? The foolishness of mankind to deny a thing because they have not experienced it. If We denied a thing that We had not experienced when We were gaining Our Victory, how far do you think We would go? We would still be here in human limitations. That is the position of mankind today. If they doubt, they shut the door; if they fear, they shut the door less tight.

SAINT GERMAIN

Until mankind have set themselves free they need to hear the repetition of These Laws. Until they have made themselves master of the fundamentals, they need to hear it, until that has given them the Self-control and Mastery in which they no longer need it; and when they do not longer need it, the other information will be given, you may be sure of that.

SAINT GERMAIN

The opportunity to gain strength and energy from the forest and the strength and power of the mountains is something which should give you the desire to improve every moment to draw to yourselves and into your feeling worlds the strength and power of the physical octave which is the abiding power of nature.
PROTECTION
OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this Instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED — FOREVER — that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
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UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I ........................................... By Godfre Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50 — Shipping charges 40c

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II ................................. By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume III
By the Ascended Master Saint Germain and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES, Volume V
Parts 1 and 2 ................................................................................... By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75 — Shipping charges 40c

THE ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES, Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $2.75 — Shipping charges 40c

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume VIII ................... By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses, with two color plates, dictated by the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS ........................................... By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations
Price $1.00 — Shipping charges 35c

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
Loose-Leaf Binder in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. To hold special "I AM" Decrees and Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which holds about 150 leaves (300 pages). Price Binder $1.25—Shipping charges 40c Loose-leaf Decrees and songs (2 pages) 1½c per leaf. Shipping charges extra
TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes.................................. Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes.................................Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes.................................Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes...............Price $7.00

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning with February 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with January 1943.
Subscription price America $3.50. Single Copy 35c
In other countries $4.00. Single Copy 40c
(Allowance will be made on two months' unexpired 1942 subscriptions)

CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation; showing each individual's relationship to his own Individualized God Presence—the "Mighty 'I AM'".
Size — 5½x8½. Price 25c — Shipping charges 5c
Size — 12x21. Price $1.00. Shipping charges 20c
On Heavy Linen 30x52. Price $12.00 Shipping charges Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION
Above Charts mechanically animated.......................... Size 12x21 Price $65.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated.......................... Size 12x21 Price $65.00
Size 30x52 Price $225.00
(Shipping charges extra)

At present only large Flames and large Charts are available.

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12x16. Price each $2.00—Shipping charges 35c

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD
Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.
Size 8x10 Price each $ 2.50 Shipping charges 45c
Size 11x14 Price each $ 3.50 Shipping charges 50c
Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
Size 30x40 Price each $25.00 Express charges collect
Profile Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
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DECREE BOOKLETS

Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled for individual or Study
Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a
momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:

1. Opulence and Supply
2. Violet Flame and Healing
3. "I AM" America's Freedom
4. "I AM" Light Decrees
5. Purpose of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities (Small
   booklet giving short resume of the Ascended Masters' "I AM"
   Activities.)
6. Our Messenger's "I AM" Speaks
7. Light My World

Price of these Booklets each 30c, plus shipping charges; with the ex­
ception of Nos. 1 and 5. Present supply of No. 1 will be sold for
20c each, plus shipping charges. No. 5 sells for 15c each, plus ship­
ping charges. No. 7. Light My World sells for 40c each.

PLAYBACKS AND RECORDS

We will notify you as soon as our next order of Playbacks is released.
Playback records are available. This applies to the new 33 1/3 RPM
Blue Transparent Records containing Mrs. Ballard's talks on the Law
of Life and Its Application, and the Musical Playback Records as listed
hereafter.

Price Playback Records $5.25 each—Shipping charges extra
(Note: All Playback Records are sold direct from the Santa Fe Branch
of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

| N 100-A  | Song of the Violet Flame (Duet)          | Lotus Ray King, Harp        |
| N 100-B  | Lotus My Love                           | Frederick Landwehr,         |
|          |                                         | Shrine Organ                |
| N 101-A  | Goddess of Purity (Duet)                | Lotus Ray King, Harp        |
| N 101-B  | Silent Sentinel (Duet)                  | Frederick Landwehr,         |
|          |                                         | Shrine Organ                |
| N 102-A  | "I AM" Decrees—Part I                  | September 1941 Shrine Class |
| N 102-B  | "I AM" Decrees—Part II                 | September 1941 Shrine Class |
| 200-A    | Light of My Heart (Duet)                | Lotus Ray King, Harp        |
| 200-B    | Rose of Light (Duet)                    | Frederick Landwehr,         |
|          |                                         | Shrine Organ                |
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

- 202-A Son of Light (Duet) ............................................. Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
- 202-B Call to Light (Duet) ................................................
- 203-A Rainbow Rays (Duet) ............................................. Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
- 203-B Oh, World Victorious (Duet) ........................................
- 505-A America Our Own Beloved Land .................................. Sung by Minute Men of Saint Germain
- 505-B Silent Sentinel ..........................................................

- 1000-A "I AM" Come (Duet) ............................................... Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Novachord
- 1000-B Dedication ............................................................ Donald Ray King

Price of Record No. 1000 is $2.65—Shipping Charges extra.

- RR-1201 Invocation ....................................................... Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald
- RR-1202 Contemplation (Silent Night) Harp ............... Mrs. Ballard
- RR-1203 Benediction .................................................... Mrs. Ballard and Donald
- RR-1247 Contemplation (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp .... Mrs. Ballard

- 3300-A Invocation No. 1 (Shrine Class) ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3300-B Invocation No. 2 (Shrine Class) ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard

- 3301-A Benediction (Shrine Class) .................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3301-B Benediction (Shrine Class) .................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard

- 3302-A Invocation (Shrine Class) .................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3302-B There Is No Death (Shrine Class) ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard

- 3303-A Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3303-B Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3303-C Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3303-D Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3303-E Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3303-F Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard

*(The 3303 Series comprises one afternoon's talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set.)

- 3304-A Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .......... Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3304-B Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .......... Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3304-C Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .......... Mr. G. W. Ballard
- 3304-D Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .......... Mr. G. W. Ballard
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| 3305-A | This Truth, Love and Harmony | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3305-B | This Truth, Love and Harmony | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3306-A | True Understanding of Divine Love | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3306-B | True Understanding of Divine Love | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3307-A | Calling the Presence | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3307-B | Calling the Presence | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3308-A | Helping All Mankind | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3308-B | Helping All Mankind | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3309-A | Invocation (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3309-B | Benediction (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-A | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-B | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-C | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-D | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-E | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-F | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-G | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-H | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-I | Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-J | Adoration to Mighty Victory | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3310-K | Benediction | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3900-A | Instruction for Purifying Food | Mrs. G. W. Ballard |
| 3900-B | Blessing of All Food | Mrs. G. W. Ballard |

*NOTE: (The 3304 Series and the 3310 Series are each one afternoon's talks and should be sold together.)

The above records are suitable for individual use or for contemplation in "I AM" Study Groups.

(All Records are sold and shipped direct from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc. Use checks, drafts, Express Money Orders, but no P.O.M.O.'s. Make Payable to the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

Price all Phonograph and Victrola Records each (double faced) made of Blue transparent material $3.15—Shipping charges extra
NOTICE!

Due to higher cost of material and labor it is necessary to, effective at once, advance the cost of the Small Crystal Cups to $8.45, delivered to destination.

Cost of the Large Crystal Cup remains unchanged.
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Already Released
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME
NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
LETO, BLESSED LETO
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
*SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE ASCENDED
**"I AM" HERE
*ARCHANGEL MICHAEL

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King and Lotus Ray King. These Songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Each contains a beautifully lithographed cover in colors, especially designed for that piece of music.

Our present stock of these songs will be sold at the regular price of $1.00 each with shipping charges of 35c. New editions will require an increased charge. This includes all the above songs with the exception of the three marked with an *. These songs are now priced at $1.25 each; shipping charges 35c.

The "Song of the Violet Flame" contains four (4) color plates. These color plates may also be purchased singly (without music).

Price each 50c — Shipping charges 15c

SONG FOLDERS
Each Folder contains three songs, together with music and lyrics, as follows:

No. 1
1. "I AM" Here
2. Angels of Saint Germain
3. Freedom's Triumph

No. 2
4. Great Hercules—Thou Elohim
5. Mary, the Mother of Jesus
6. Archangel Michael

"CRYSTAL CUPS"
Small Size—for individual use. Price $1.00—Shipping charges 70c
Large size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use. Individual may have these, if they so desire. Price $25.00—Shipping charges $1.40

These “Crystal Cups” are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each “Cup” is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.
MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS
(16" for Playbacks only)

65  1. Goddess of Purity .............................................
2. Leto, Blessed Leto ..........................................

66  "I AM Come (Duet) .............................................

Lotus Ray King, Harp
Frederick Landwehr,
Shrine Organ
Shrine Audience
Lotus Ray King, Harp
Frederick Landwehr,
Shrine Organ

NOTE: This Record contains two selections on one side—No. 65, and
one on the opposite side—No. 66; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one
double-faced record.

Record made of Blue Transparent material, and is sold and shipped
only from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch.

Price each $5.25—Shipping charges extra
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